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INTRODUCTION
Community Green Initiative (CGI) commissioned
HERE + NOW to prepare a Feasibility Study
and Masterplan for Herbertshire Castle Park,
known locally as the Gala Park. Herbertshire
Castle Park is one of seven core parks owned by
Falkirk Council and is an important park which
serves the communities of Denny & Dunipace.
As part of the masterplanning process,
HERE + NOW were asked to complete an
access and path network audit, the results
and recommendations of which are outlined
in the following document. An audit of the
existing condition was initially made, reviewing
the site for issues around maintenance and
management, accessibility and opportunities
for improved circulation. From this, a series
of recommendations were made based on
identified opportunities for improvement, some
of which have been prioritised as a starting
point for delivering an improved and accessible
park.
Map A: Location of Herbertshire Castle Park (Gala Park)
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HERE + NOW conducted a baseline review of the existing park
condition, assessing the path networks for issues surrounding
maintenance and management as well as identifying opportunities
for improved accessibility and enhancement.

REVIEW OF EXISTING CONDITION
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Map B: Plan of park identifying issues impacting path function
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MAINTENANCE ISSUES

M1a
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Maintenance and management issues were
observed within the park where localised
improvements have the potential to improve the
aesthetic quality and sense of cohesive design
in the park. In some instances, addressing
maintenance issues also has the potential
to mitigate against potentially emerging trip
hazards. A list of these items is outlined below:

Item
No
M1
M2
M3

M4
M5
M6
M7

Description

Location no

General wear and tear of path surfacing e.g. emerging
potholes/cracks - potential trip hazards / impact on the
cohesive design of the park.
Slight ridge at path intersection where surface material
changes - potential trip hazard.
Multiple pavement surface materials create an
unwelcoming entrance into the park with a lack of design
cohesion. A more restricted material palette may enhance
the design quality of the park entrance.
Overgrown shrubbery/trees impact upon usable portion of
pathway. Potential opportunities for more frequent cutting
back to allow use of full width of the pavement.
Old/out of use posts - potential for removal to improve
visual quality of the park.
General wear and tear of tarmac at step edge - potential
trip hazard. Reinstatement of surface may be required to
reduce risk of trips of falls.

M1a , M1b,
M1c, M1d,
M1e, M1f
M2

Gravel surfacing - may require resurfacing for improved
accessibility/circulation and design cohesiveness as well
as to provide a surface more durable against wear and tear
from heavy footfall.

M7a, M7b

M3

M4
M5a, M5b

Surface
Material 2

Surface
Material 3

M6
Surface
Material 1
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M4

M5a

Item
No
M8
M9
M10
M11

6

M5b

M5c

M6

M8

M9

M10

Description

Location no

Hard-standing from former changing room. Opportunity to
remove to improve aesthetic quality of this part of the park.
Erosion on slope by the side of the steps.
Handrail missing on sections of steps, which restricts
usability amongst people with restricted mobility needs.
General surface wear and tear of bridge surfacingpotential trip hazard (particularly at southern entrance).
Resurfacing may be required. Paintwork also tired and
would benefit from being re-coated.

M8

M11

M9
M10
M11

ACCESSIBILITY ISSUES

A1

Accessibility issues were observed within the park whereby the current park design
was assessed for its usability by people with restricted mobility so that the final
masterplan proposal could achieve an inclusive design. A list of these items is
outlined below:
Item
No
A1
A2
A3

A4

Description

Location no

Drop kerb between pathways and existing pavement makes
circulation difficult for people with restricted mobility needs
and those with pushchairs/buggies using the car park.
Uneven paving with drop kerb impacts upon the
accessibility around Chilli Hut.
Steep inclination of path observed by a number of users
with restricted mobility needs as too steep for use,
inhibiting access. Also noted that the current pathway
becomes too icy to be usable during periods over winter
increasing the risk of trips and falls.
Steep/uneven informal pathways to the river are
challenging to access for people with restricted mobility
needs.

A1
A2
A2
A3

A4

A3
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CIRCULATION OBSERVATIONS

C2

C3

C6

C7

C8

C9

Circulation observations were made throughout the park to ascertain any desire lines
that had not been incorporated during previous studies, and to understand whether
there were any opportunities to adjust park circulation and encourage full exploration
of the park via a new design.
A list of these items is outlined below:
Item
No
C1

Description

C2

Cyclist observed avoiding steps and using the slope for
recreational use.
Underutilised hard-scape - Dead end path/hard standing
with no links to the rest of the park.
Desire line connecting eastern park/car park with the
existing play park rather than using single point of
formalised entry on western side of park.
Lack of formalised crossing connecting school /residential
housing to the north of the park and the northern entrance.
Potential opportunity for new formalised crossing to
improve safety at this entrance.
Complex junction with multiple surface finishes creates
a confusing sense of arrival with unclear sense of which
routes to take to which part of the park
Permeable woodland - informal circulation opportunities
due to lack of undergrowth
Desire line connecting upper and lower pitch - potential for
resurfacing to improve durability/prevent soil erosion and to
make more of a feature of Gala Hill.

C3
C4
C5

C6
C7
C8

8

Desire line - people observed cutting across grass between
viewing area steps and lower paths.

Location
no
C1
C2
C3
C4
C5

C6
C7a, C7b
C8

Item
No
C9
C10
C11
C12
C13
C14

C15

C16

Description
Informal link with residential housing behind park.
King’s Tree not very visible/ accessible with existing park
layout.
Denser woodland undergrowth but some discreet footpaths
throughout.
Desire line - steep slope connecting riverside path and
upper park.
Dark route - more uninviting walkway due to darkness
during overcast times of day/ nighttime. River very audible.
Overgrown, poorly signposted entrance to section of the
park. Potential for better links with Carron Glen SSSI
accessible along this route with a fully established path and
signposting.
Riverside walk connections. Currently lacks any signposting
which makes existing links/connections unclear, and dark
nature of path does not encourage exploration if users do
not know where it is going. Grass also worn away at the
corner due to desire line.
Informal connections currently connect with attractive
riverside at various entry points along the River Carron.
Potential to improve through more visible connections/
formalised footpaths/selective tree thinning to improve
connection to the asset.

C13

Location
no
C9
C10
C11
C12
C13
C14

C11
C14

C15

C15

C16

C16
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PATH RECOMMENDATIONS OVERVIEW
General Recommendations:
1

2
3
4

7

8
14

9
10
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13

13

13

Map C: Overview map of path design and improvement recommendations.
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Resurfacing of general path wear and tear where surface
is deteriorated to maintain accessibility and circulation, as
identified on p4.

•

Removal of redundant posts where applicable to improve
aesthetic quality of the park.

•

Lit route established to allow circulation of park after dark
whilst balancing with protection of a dark sky for ecological
benefit (see proposed route on p12).

•

Seating/rest opportunities to be installed along proposed DDA
compliant route, see p13 (where possible it is recommended
that benches are installed at 1 every 150m).

5

6

12

•

Path Design and Improvements by location:
1. Review of feasibility to install a new pedestrian crossing
at play park entrance. This would help improve connectivity
to the site, and in particular improve road safety for children
crossing into the park from the school north of the site.
Feasibility to be confirmed in consultation with Falkirk
Council street design officer during technical design
development phase.
2. New path (min. proposed width 1.5m) linking eastern
park/car park with play park. There is potential to improve
circulation around the park by providing a formalised link
connecting the eastern entrance/car park to the playground
which will be particularly beneficial for those with young
children/pushchairs as well as those with restricted mobility
needs.
3. Periodic cutting back of overhanging trees/shrubbery to
allow easy circulation along path. Management of existing
vegetation will help provide improved clearance for users
walking on the path from the play park to the western site
entrance.
4. Realignment of east/west entrance path (proposed <1:20
slope for DDA compliance). It is understood from reviewing
feedback on the parks existing functionality that use of
the primary path connection between the eastern and
western entrances can be extremely challenging during icy
conditions, and its current incline makes it very difficult to
use year round for those with restricted mobility needs
5. Resurfacing of steps to reduce trip hazard on step nosings.
HERE + NOW observed considerable surface erosion on this
route when conducting the path audit and would propose
that steps were resurfaced using a monolithic natural bound
aggregate material to reduce existing trip hazards.
6. Resurfacing of unbound/gravel surface using a monolithic
natural aggregate in clear resin bind to improve ease of
circulation.

7. Resurfacing of viewing area using a monolithic natural
aggregate in clear resin bind. The viewing area is one of
the key assets of the park and experiences heavy footfall
throughout the day. A bound surface material will help
improve durability whilst improving accessibility for
those who find unbound surfaces difficult to use.
8. Introduction of more formalised link to connect
upper and lower pitch. HERE+NOW observed users
climbing up and down Gala Hill over multiple visits. A
more formalised footpath would provide an established
walking route and help protect establishing wildflowers
from damage by trampling.
9. Introduction of new path connection to improve
visibility of King’s Tree and circulation around site
between upper and lower park. A number of users
commented that the King’s Tree is currently hidden
from view and existing pathways do not aid circulation/
connection to one of the park’s key assets.

13. New pathways/selective tree thinning proposed
to provide new connections to River Carron. It is
proposed that routes retain a naturalistic feel,
utilising materials such as bark mulch if required
to define paths whilst blending into the surrounding
woodland. Improved river connections will also
include the incorporation of a new DDA compliant
route (proposed <1:20 slope for DDA compliance)
utilising a natural bound aggregate surface material
which will form part of a strategic approach across
the park to improve accessibility and circulation (see
p13 for DDA proposals).
14. DDA compliant route proposed to connect with
the parks key assets (see p13 for further information
on recommendation).

10. Resurfacing of steps using a monolithic natural
bound aggregate material, reinstatement of handrail,
planting along back edge to prevent soil erosion on side
of steps.
11. Resurfacing of bridge using a monolithic natural
aggregate in clear resin bind, restoration and painting/
powder coating of railings in weather durable finish.
Installation of signposting directing users to walking/
cycling opportunities on southern side of the bridge.
12. Improved signposting, resurfacing and cutting back
of overgrown woodland to provide a clear connection
route to Carron Glen SSSI beyond the park (min. width
3m for cyclist/pedestrian segregation). Creating a more
formalised route through this section of the park will
also improve natural surveillance by encouraging more
users to enjoy this underused section of Herbertshire
Castle Park.
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RECOMMENDED LIT ROUTE
Recommendations:
From the engagement discussions, it is understood that a number
of users have reservations about using the park after dark due
to lack of visibility. It is therefore recommended that a lit route is
established which enables safe circulation of the park at any time
of day.
Lit route to support
‘active park’
proposals that is
usable year round
and at any time of
day

The proposed route has been selected in order to support the idea
of an ‘active park’, in particular to allow users playing football,
dog walking or using the play facilities to feel comfortable in their
activities at any time of day.
It is also noted that the interface with the River Carron is
ecologically sensitive and therefore lighting routes in this area is
not recommended.
Detailed design to be conducted in consultation with Falkirk
Council environmental team to ensure lighting requirements can
be accommodated.

Map D: Diagram of low-level path lighting recommendations
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RECOMMENDED DDA COMPLIANT ROUTE
Recommendations:
As part of the efforts to make the park more inclusive and
accessible, a number of proposals are being made as part of the
masterplan to improve circulation for all users.
A new community hub with designated disabled parking is
proposed as part of the reconfiguration of the existing car park to
provide a welcoming entrance and community centre for the park.
Two new DDA compliant routes are also proposed to allow access
to some of the parks key assets: the viewing area and the River
Carron.

Access to viewing
area
Proposed community
hub and disabled
parking facilities

Access to River
Carron

Map E: Diagram of path improvements to meet DDA standards
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KEY FIRST STEPS
Key Recommendations:

1

3

2

Whilst a comprehensive list of recommendations has been
proposed on p10-13, some key strategic first steps have been
identified to improving the path design and circulation in the park.
It is felt that the items outlined below will make a significant impact
to users of the park, help improve inclusive design and access as
well as encouraging people to explore green networks in the local
area. These are:
1.Realignment of east/west entrance path (proposed <1:20 slope
for DDA compliance). This would significantly improve access
for people with restricted mobility needs as well as improving
conditions on what can be a potentially hazardous pathway during
icy periods.
2. Improved signposting, resurfacing and cutting back of overgrown
woodland to provide a clear connection route to Carron Glen SSSI
beyond the park. A more formalised route would encourage people
to explore Falkirk’s green network and enjoy more of what the
local area has to offer.
3. Resurfacing of viewing area using a monolithic natural aggregate
in clear resin bind. This would help support heavy footfall of one of
the parks key assets with a more durable surface.

Map F: Diagram of priority path improvements
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